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Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

NC ONEMAP GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE 
June 15, 2015 

1:00 to 2:00 PM 

OITS 

3700 Wake Forest Road 

Lighthouse Conference Room 

 
MINUTES 

 

1. Attending: Chair Stan Duncan, John Farley, Sarah Porper, Dan Madding, Tim Johnson, Jeff 

Brown, Brett Spivey, David Giordano, and on the phone Kathryn Clifton and Julia Harrell 

(for Doug Newcomb) 

 

2. Minutes of the April 20th meeting were approved as submitted (committee did not meet in 

May) 

 

3. Discussion: NC OneMap Strategy 2015-2020 

Jeff Brown introduced the topic by observing that NC OneMap is meeting most consumer needs 

for discovery of and access to most priority statewide geospatial datasets. Since implementation 

of the NC OneMap Geospatial Portal four years ago, NC OneMap has refined applications and 

expanded downloadable data and web services. NC OneMap achieved more reliability by 

replicating servers in two data centers, with more improvements in progress. He asked:  

 Beyond maintenance of data access, thinking about the next five years at a high level, 

from your perspective, what should NC OneMap do?  

 What should it become?  

 What do you recommend for a strategic direction? 

 

A lengthy discussion by the committee touched on five aspects of NC OneMap: 

 Technical requirements including server software, open GIS data/web service formats to 

accommodate users of various software, consumer applications of data, accommodation 

of mobile devices 

 Satisfying consumers, including reaching more nonprofessional consumers 

 Full funding of NC OneMap; marketing NC OneMap for sustainable funding 

 Implications of the Government Data Analytics Center (GDAC) for NC OneMap 

 Information technology restructuring as a factor in governing NC OneMap 

 

The main points for NC OneMap strategic direction from the discussion: 

a. High level IT context and general direction are contained in: 

 State IT Strategy (GIS section) to align GIS initiatives, and manage and integrate 

geospatial data 

 SCIO’s GIS Report recommendations related to NC OneMap (recommendations 1, 4, 5, 

6, 8, and 9)  

 GDAC mandate for enterprise data integration and analytics 

 IT Restructuring, if implemented as proposed, favoring enterprise solutions  
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b. Items to consider in NC OneMap planning: 

 Regarding functions of NC OneMap, common, shared services, especially geo-coding 

and address validation, would save state agencies time and money; and take advantage of 

statewide roads and address points. Geo-processing services for other datasets, including 

parcels, could be valuable to state government. IT restructuring would be a factor in how 

services would be implemented.  

 IT restructuring means that GIS professionals would be under one department with 

implications for data sharing and data infrastructure.  

 Determine ways to connect NC OneMap to data analytics organized by GDAC, to 

become an essential element of analytics. GDAC was created to be a vehicle for 

achieving improved government efficiency.  

 Is there an effective way to connect a novice consumer to a map viewer to display web 

services from NC OneMap, beyond the current “Add to Map” function that opens the NC 

OneMap “Data Explorer?” What are requirements for such a viewer; what do users need 

to do after getting access to the services? 

 Additional value can be realized by serving web services to consumers who are not GIS 

professionals but use geospatial data in their work. 

 Mobile applications using geospatial data are becoming more widespread. 

 Full funding of NC OneMap would cover infrastructure (including servers and software), 

application development, database administration, and communication/website 

management/outreach. Full funding means not relying in part on CGIA receipts from 

technical services to cover NC OneMap infrastructure costs. 

 How can NC OneMap broaden its audience and market NC OneMap to build outside 

support? Who will value NC OneMap enough to lobby for full funding?  

 NC OneMap is not an end in itself but is a tool that should serve a GIS strategic plan and 

larger goals. 

 A state GIS strategy would be independent of organizational structure; there is not a 

current state overall GIS strategy that combines departmental strategies. 

 The State IT Strategy was informed by department IT strategies where GIS was included; 

there is an acknowledgement that a GIS strategy is needed. This could be a collaboration 

between OITS and the Council. In the State IT Strategy, GIS is included in Goal 4 

(Expand data capabilities supporting a data-driven government) along with data analytics. 

 

Items for consideration by the Council 

 Identify what the Council and its GIS collaborators can do for GDAC as a partner. 

 Identify how GDAC can add authority to Council initiatives, adopted standards, data 

integration, and data sharing. 

 The GICC Annual Report benefits from quotes from NC OneMap users who are willing 

to be quoted as a supportive gesture. 

 

Details from the discussion included the following: 

 NC OneMap currently publishes web services in all formats available from its server 

software: REST, WMS, WFS, KML, JSON, and SOAP. Additional formats may be 

added (e.g., OGC GeoPackage) subject to business needs and changes in technology. 
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 NC OneMap enables discovery of web services hosted outside of the NC OneMap 

database; service formats are determined by the host in that case.  

 Google Earth is widely used as a map viewer outside of government.  

 Other tools are available to consumers, particularly on mobile devices. 

 When NC OneMap web services are down, most calls and messages come from 

engineers, foresters, and land surveyors. 

 Open source GIS software is second in the GIS market. 

 Old aerial photography is popular among some consumers. NC OneMap does not have 

imagery older than 1993. NCDOT Photogrammetry has a library of old printed aerial 

photos, available on request.  

 Data on NC OneMap are described by metadata and by a “details” page. Discovery is 

available by keyword search, alphabetical list by title, or by subject category.  

 The EPA EnviroAtlas received positive attention from DENR for its presentation of 

results of analysis, beyond access to datasets. 

 A clearinghouse review related to the Utilities Commission and involving multiple 

agencies could be more efficient with a geospatial application. 

 New applications by non-GIS professionals using geospatial data (e.g., Code for 

America) might open new ways to demonstrate value in focus areas such as economic 

development.  

  

4. Other Issues 

None. 

 

5. Future Meetings 

July 20 

August 17 

September 21 

October 19 

November 16 

 

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 PM. 


